Two detectors making independent observations which are the o u t p u t s of stochastic dynamical systems driven by colored Gaussian noise must decide which one of two hypotheses is true. Detection a.ith a fixed observation interval (block detection) and sequential detection are considered. The decisions are coupled through a common cost function which for tests with a fixed observation interval consists of t h e s u m of the error probabilities while for sequential tests it comprises the sum of the error probabilities and the expected stopping times. . 4 minimax robust (worst-case) design is pursued according to which the two detectors employ tests with a flxed observation interval or sequential probability ratio tests whose likelihood ratios and thresholds depend on the least-favorable parameters over the uncert a~n t y class. For the aforementioned cost function the optimal thresholds of the tTvo detectors turn out to be coupled. It is shown that, despite the uncertainty. the tv'o detectors are thus guaranteed a minimum level of acceptable performance.
ABSTRACT
Two detectors making independent observations which are the o u t p u t s of stochastic dynamical systems driven by colored Gaussian noise must decide which one of two hypotheses is true. Detection a.ith a fixed observation interval (block detection) and sequential detection are considered. The decisions are coupled through a common cost function which for tests with a fixed observation interval consists of t h e s u m of the error probabilities while for sequential tests it comprises the sum of the error probabilities and the expected stopping times. . 4 minimax robust (worst-case) design is pursued according to which the two detectors employ tests with a flxed observation interval or sequential probability ratio tests whose likelihood ratios and thresholds depend on the least-favorable parameters over the uncert a~n t y class. For the aforementioned cost function the optimal thresholds of the tTvo detectors turn out to be coupled. It is shown that, despite the uncertainty. the tv'o detectors are thus guaranteed a minimum level of acceptable performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In jl. and :2] distributed discrete-time fixed-sample-size (block) detection and sequential detection problems. respectively. were formulated and solved. Continuc,us-time distributed detection problems with known statistics are considered in .3:. T h e t w o d e t e c t o r s collect independent obseryations and make decisions which are coupled through a common cost function. Then. the optimal decisions are characterized by thresholds which are coupled. The hypothesis t'esting models considered in .1:, :2:, and .31 assume perfect knolvledge of the statistics of the observatic'ns.
In this paper we investigate distribured detection with a fixed observation interval and sequenrial detection in continuous time. The observations of each detector are the output of a stochastic dynamical system driven by colored Gaussian noise. Conditioned on' each of the two hypotheses being true, the observations of t h e t w o detectors are mutually independent. Due to modeling uncertainties or partially known noise characteristics. the parameters of the stochastic differential equation are only known to belong to uncertainty classes. Similar distributed discrete-time problems x?-ith statistical uncertaint,y are treated in [4j, the companion to this paper.
T w o distinct types of uncertainty classes are considered: (i) classes determined by two alternating capacities and (ii) classes with minimal or maximal elements These uncertainty models have been very popular among the robust statisticians j5]-;8: because they include several useful models of uncertainty and result in closed form expressions for the least-favorable elements in the class.
The design philosophy that we pursue is t h a t of minimax robustness. According to it, the worst-case operational conditions are identifled with regard to the error probabilities of decision designs and the optimal such design for these conditions is derived. Subsequently this decision design is employed independently of actual conditions (which are not known, except for the fact that they belong to structured uncertainty classes of the types (i) and (ii) above) and it is shown that it achieves desirable performance despite the uncertainty. 
FP8 = 4:30
CONTIh-UOUS-TIME DETECTION received considerable attention in the past fifteen years (see t,he tutorial in :9;),
In this Paper, we first consider distributed detection schemes wit'h fixed observation interval (block detection) and observations which are the output of two stochastic dynamical systems (driven by mutually independent \Viener processes) whose time-varying parameters (means and/or variances) belong to either 2-alternating capacity classes or to classes with maximal or minimal elements.
After the system and uncertainty models are introduced, the least favorable operating conditions. as well as the minimax robust likelihood ratio tests which are coupled through their thresholds, are derived. We also examine the behavior of the Chernoff upper bounds on the joint cost function of the test in the presence of uncertainty and show that the exponential convergence to zero (as the duration of the Observation interval increases) is guaranteed for statistical uncertainty within the aforementioned classes. These problems are treated in Section I1 of the paper.
In Section I11 sequential tests are employed. In this case we derive the least favorable operational conditions and the minimax robust' sequential probability ratio test for two stochastic dynamical systems, whose parameters belong to classes with minimal or maximal elements. The joint performance criterion now includes-besides the error probabilities of the tests--the expected values of the stopping time of each decision maker under the two hypotheses. The sum of the asymptotic speeds of the two sequential tests which are inversly proportional to the informational divergence (ICuilbackLeibler distance) is also robustified.
Notice that although we present results for the case of t w o detectors only, our analysis can be extended to, a n d all the propositions cited belolv can be modified to hold for, the general case of sensors. This is true if the parameters characterizing the common cost structure satisfy some inequalities and the observations of the various detectors (sensors) are mutually independent, when conditioned on each of the two hypotheses.
11.
ROBUST DISTRIBUTED CONTINUOUS-TIME BLOCK DETECTION
1I.A Problem Formulation and Models of Uncertainty
Consider the following hypothesis testing problem of two simple hypotheses H, a n d H, with two decision-makers. Decisionmaker i ( i = 1, 2) is equipped with a sensor and is faced with testing the hypotheses H , versus H,:
In (1) h f j , ; for j = 0, 1 a n d i = 
2245
The measures C ; belong to uncertainty classcs 01' the form
The quantities u j , i in ( 2 ) and vi in (4) are %alternating cnpacities and will be defined below.
T h e decision making of detectors 1 and 2 is coul)led liirough the following cost structure: 
(6)
When i l is compact several popular uncertainty models like 
Example: The c-contaminated model [SI

M , = m E M I m ( A ) = ( l -E ) m o ( A ) + E f n ( A ) ,
where m 0 is a nomina: (known) measure, .in is an arbitrary measure in M , and the degree 
f i l ( { r , I e ) ) = v l ( { r U 1 0 ) ) w h e r e 0 5 c l < ~, < c o a r e s u c h t h a t l j 2~( a ) = l j 2~( n ) = 1 .
For the uncertainty classes in (2) 
P j , i ( t ) = ( d ,~j , i / d X ) ( f ) and [ B i ( t ) I 2 = ( d 5 i / d X ) ( t ) .
M7e also consider the hypothesis testing problem
where W t , i are mutually idependent standard Wiener processes 
and ui ( t ) (i =1,2) belong to the classes
For either the hypothesis testing problem ( 1 ) or t h a t of (16) we assume that the a priori probabilities for the hypotheses H , and H , are X and 1-X, respectively, and that likelihood ratio tests are employed, the average cost is
In (20) about the optimality of the one-detector strategy (i.e., the likelihood ratio test) in this case of decision makers with independent observations, and will be ommitted.
1I.B Robust Distributed B l o c k D e t e c t i o n
The expression for the average cost, function in (20) is valid for the case that there is no uncertainty in the statistics of the observations of the two decision makers. In the presence of uncertainty within the 2-alternating classes M , , i a n d Ci of (2) (2) and C i of (4), respectively, are employed. Similarly in the case of the uncertainty classes of (17)- (1!2). In these cases the average c o s t f u n c t i o n under m i s m a t c h --t h a t is, when the statistics of the observations are actually governed by the probability measures m j , i induced by the Wiener processes with the means and variances above-is given by J(t ,,t 2,+j1.Q2) which is obtained from ( 2 0 ) , if we replace Li by t; a n d q i by + j i , for i = 1, 2, and these thresholds are the solution to the minimization problem:
where ~(fl,t2;q1:q2) is the average cost when the likelihood ratios Lemma 2: For either the hypothesis testing problem (1) [for t h e i-th detectorj and the uncertainty models (2) and (4), or the problem of (16) and the uncertainty models of (17)- (19), the likelihood ratio test based on is a minimax robust test; Le., the error probabilities for this test' under the two hypotheses satisfy the inequalities for all thresholds r)i satisfying
In ( L 1,91842) 5 3(L 1 J a Q 1 , O a ) 5 ~( G~) G Z , ' I I , V~ (20) where Gi (i = 1, 2) are any decision statistics operating on the o u t p u t s of the dynamical systems of (1) or (16 
II.C A s y m p t o t i c P e r f o r m a n c e
It is of interest to examine the behaviour of the joint cost function under the two hypotheses as T , the length of the observation interval, increases. In particular, it is desirable that the robust likelihood ratio tests described in Propositions 2 behave asymptotically (for large T ) in an optimal way, For continuous-time problems with uncertain statistics the asymptotic performance of the Chernoff bounds on the error probabilities of a single detector (say the i-th detector) with observations obeying (1) or (16) , and uncertainty models (2) a n d (4) or (1i)-(1Q)-when the likelihood ratio test of (23) is employed-has been examined in 110). The next two Lemmas contain the results of 1101 in a condensed form.
Lemma 3: The error probabilities for the hypothesis testing problems of (1) and (16) for all s in (0,l).
In (27)- (28) t h e C h e r n o f f d i s t a n c e s
C j , i (s , L i ) for
( j = 0, 1) a n d i = 1, 2)under mismatch are deflned as and the threshold is q i = ri T . For uncertainties in (2) Lemma 4: The Chernoff upper bounds on the error probabilities of the hypothesis-testing problems (1) and (16) with the uncertainty models of (2) and (4) and (17)- (19) Proof: By applying Lemma 3 to the error probabilities of the hypothesis testing problem of each of the two detectors and using the deflnition of J ( L ,,t 2,Q1,f)2) we derive an upper bound on the average cost under mismatch in terms of the Chernoff bounds. This takes the form where fji = +; T is the threshold for t h e i -t h d e t e c t o r ( i = 1, 2).
Finally we apply Lemma 4 to (34) to complete the proof of Proposition 3.
ROBUST DISTRIBUTED CONTINUOUS-TIME SEQUENTIAL DETECTION
II1.A Problem Formulation and Model of Uncertainty
The distributed sequential detection problem that we consider in this section has a lot of sismilarities with the problem considered in t'he previous section. The two decision makers are faced with the hypothesis testing problem
where 7; is the stopping time [ l l ] of the i-th detector and The cost function c(,;;,) of ( 5 ) remains the same as in section 11.
However, now there is also a cost for collecting data, which for the i -t h decision maker ( i = 1, 2) is deflned by:
where ki ( i = 1, 2) are nonnegative constants, denotes expectation with respect t@ the probability measure mi,; (under the hypothesis H i , j = 0 , 1, and for the i-th detector, i = 1, 2)
induced by the M'iener process W t , i of (35), the a priori probabilities for the hypotheses H , and H I are X and 1-X, respectively, and the random variable 7; is the stopping time of the i-th detector; Le., the necessary length of the observation interval in order to reach a decision in favor of one of t'he two hypot'heses.
Recall ([0,7] increases) and the procedure continues. (40) are optimal over all tests for the aforementioned common cost structure.
Proof: T h e Proof is provided in :2: for discrete-time sequential detection and in [3; for continuous-time sequential detection and it establishes the optimality of the one-detector strategy (i.e., the S P R T ) in this case of decision makers with independent observations. It will be ommitted.
1II.B Robust Distributed Sequential Detection
The expression for the average cost function in (40) is valid for the case that there is no uncertainty in the statistics of the observarions of the two decision makers. In the presence of uncertainty within the classes of ( hj,; which is induced by the least-favorable parameters ( j = 0, 1 for the two hypotheses).
From ;lo; we cite the following two results for a single sequential detector:
Lemma 5: Suppose 7; is the stopping time of the SPRT associated with (35) a n d t h e S P R T e m p l o y s a likelihood ratio based on observations over [O,r] 
II1.C Asymptotic Performance
T h e following proposition provides a result on the common asymptotic speed--which is defined as the sum of the asymptotic (for small error probabilities) stopping times of t h e two detectors--of the robust sequential test. 
